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	Becoming a successful entrepreneur is not only a

	rewarding and self-fulfilling experience, it's also a

	tremendous amount of fun. Many people equate the

	term entrepreneur with multi-millionaires running international

	conglomerates. Yet traders just down the street

	from where you live who make their living from retailing,

	plumbing, painting and decorating, electrical installation,

	building, floral arrangement, interior design, child minding,

	dentistry, chiropody, garden maintenance, insurance,

	image-making and a host of other things - all are

	entrepreneurs, and they get as much satisfaction from

	their enterprises as any multi-millionaires.





	Entrepreneurship is an attitude, a whole way of life. When

	you choose to start your own business you are also

	choosing to become an entrepreneur, and to begin this

	new way of life.





	Maybe you've already given some thought to striking out

	on your own but feel that the risks are too great, the

	timing not right, the economy too bad. You feel you'd

	never be able to raise the funds, you're too young/old/

	tired/retired, you're too unemployed/redundant/rejected -

	you're too whatever.





	This book aims to help you decide whether you're right or

	wrong, whether you have what it takes to strike out on

	your own and stamp your personality on an enterprise of

	your very own making.
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The Art of Conjecture: Nicholas of Cusa on Knowledge (Studies in Philosophy and the History of Philosophy)The Catholic University of America Press, 2021

	"Learned ignorance," the recognition that God is beyond us and our knowing capacities is the theological concept for which Nicholas of Cusa is most famous. Despite God's apparent absence Nicholas offers original ways to think about God that would unite his presence with his absence. He called these proposals...
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iOS 7 Programming Pushing the LimitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Get ready to create killer apps for iPad and iPhone on the new iOS 7!


	With Apple's introduction of iOS 7, demand for developers who know the new iOS will be high. You need in-depth information about the new characteristics and capabilities of iOS 7, and that's what you'll find in this book. If you have experience...
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Professional SharePoint 2010 DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012

	Updated guidance on how to take advantage of the newest features of SharePoint programmability


	More than simply a portal, SharePoint is Microsoft's popular content management solution for building intranets and websites or hosting wikis and blogs. Offering broad coverage on all aspects of development for the SharePoint...
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Advances in Information Retrieval: 31th European Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2009, Toulouse, FranceSpringer, 2009


	These proceedings contain the papers presented at ECIR 2009, the 31st European

	Conference on Information Retrieval. The conference was organized by

	the Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse (IRIT), in cooperation

	with the Information Retrieval Specialist Group of the British Computer Society

	(BCS-IRSG) and was...
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Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs) and Innate Immunity (Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology)Springer, 2008

	In the second half of the 20th century innate immune responses of cellular or humoral

	type were treated like stepchildren by many immunologists: that is, somewhat

	neglected. This disregard turned into an exciting research field over the past several

	years and led to the identification of receptor families involved in the recognition...
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Pain: Psychological PerspectivesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
This volume offers a state-of-the-art, comprehensive account of the psychology
of pain that encompasses clinical perspectives but also basic social and
behavioral science as well as biopsychological contributions to the field.
The relatively recent focus on pain as a subjective experience has led to
dramatic improvements in our...
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